Enjoying the full experience of investment
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UNDERSTAND, LEARN & SEEK

Goals, challenges
Diageo Partners approached us with a brief to
create a brand identity and website for their
whiskey and fine wine investment company.
This formed part of their phased approach for
expanding and growing the business.
The new identity and site needed to provide
the on-line presence, information and
reassurance that new and potential investors
seek in an area that boasts extremely strong
returns on investment.
The new identity needed to capture a feeling
of elegance and timeless sophistication that
are typical of a brand in the luxury sector.

What’s the Opportunity?
With the key target audience averaging
between the ages of 40 - 60, there was an
opportunity to reinforce the understanding
that a more patient and long-term approach
to investment equals a higher level of quality
and return.
Diageo Partners place particular importance
on the sense of ‘attainable luxury experiences’
and we believed that there was scope
to explore how this could influence the
style, tone of voice and brand personality
- particularity to audiences that may have
been more hesitant to invest in this sector
previously.

“ We instantly clicked with the clients desire
to show how this could be a chance for the
audience to really enjoy the full experience
of their investment”

How?
• Zoom call meeting
• Questionnaire
• Brand Audit
• Proposition established
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CREATE A STORY

“The style had to provide a
bold, classic feel with a modern
contemporary twist. It needed
a feeling of an established,
respected brand that was also
dynamic and engaging”

Create a story
Following on from an initial zoom call
consultation, we were able to gain a deeper
understanding of the company and their
ambition behind the project. We listened and
observed in order to grasp what really mattered
to the team, what they stood for and how they
wanted the opportunity to be positioned.
From this learning and subsequent creative
exploration, we created a series of directions
for the visual identity that could support their
values and proposition.
A story around travel and exploration was
created. This not only had strong resonance
with the lifestyle of the target audience, it also
represented the broad range of fine wines and
rarefied whiskey available
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Establish a position & personality
This direction not only acted as a base for us
to build ideas on, but we had also created and
developed a ‘personality’ for the brand.
The audience were not only informed of the
lucrative returns on investment, they were
invited to expand their horizons and enjoy the
actual experience of the asset itself.
We positioned Diageo Partners as guides to
help navigate this particular landscape of luxury
investment opportunities.
What?
• Brand position established
• Brand personality developed
• Logo design and brand
identity created
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AMPLIFY THE MESSAGE

Creating the assets and marketing strategy
With the brand strategy and direction in place,
we were then able to create the assets across
multiple platforms ready to build awareness
and ‘sell’ the opportunity.
The new website was developed to contain
the wealth of information available. A clear
site navigation and user experience was
implemented to avoid overwhelming a visitor
that may be new to this sector of investment.
Social media profiles were created, managed
and populated with scroll-stopping
motion graphics and messaging. An
interactive e-brochure was developed and
a downloadable investment guide was also
made available on the new website
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What?
• Main website
•D
 igital Brochure & Investment guide
 ocial Media content plan
•S
•Motion graphics & video
• Investment lead generation with
email marketing

CREATE A STORY

Targeted leads
A series of targeted, HTML emails were built
and sent to our pre-selected investment
databases. It was important that these
generated leads with a strong and direct callto-action while balancing the confidence and
refinement of a premium brand.
We implemented other on-line marketing
lead generation strategies alongside email
marketing including Voice Qualified and
Google PPC lead generation.
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The results
With a solid 4-month investment lead
generation drive, we were proud to
announce that our client achieved over
£420,000 in company revenue and this set
the tone for a forthcoming 2022
We continue to work alongside Diageo
Partners as a content creator, lead
generator and valuable partner in their
plans for future growth
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WHAT NEXT?

We are here.
We are NXT Generation
Let us be your creative and strategic partner
to help grow your business and take it to

LONDON OFFICE
1 Fore St Ave, Barbican
London EC2Y 9DT
t: +44 7543 183 400
e: info@wearenextgeneration.com

the next level.
LOS ANGELES OFFICE
3251 W 6th St Suite 349
Los Angeles, California 90020
t: + 1 323 999 60 80
e: info@wearenxtgeneration.com
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